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ABSTRACT 

Urban resilience has come to play a central role in the new urban policy agenda, as well as in the academic 

literature on cities, urbanization, and links with disasters and climate change. Moreover, the emphasis on the 

participatory and communicative side of planning has grown in the past decade, and planners have developed 

various theories to empower communities and increase communication. However, to accomplish highly 

effective public participation programs that enhance cities' resiliency, a very good job of planning must be 

done. The real challenge is to design an appropriate program where the techniques match the purpose, reach 

the interested stakeholders, and result in a clear linkage between public participation and urban resilience. 

The goal of this study is to introduce a public participation tool that helps in expanding the Resilient capacity 

of the Saudi cities. This study used the concluded results from the previous theoretical and practical work as a 

reference to create a strong theoretical background discussing several aspects of the subject. Additionally, a 

conceptual proposal was designed relying on the research data analyses followed by the implementation 

phase of the proposal. Finally, the achieved results had been considered as the final project to improve the 

cities resiliency through public participation. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Introduction  

The emerging of global incidents, particularly climate change and rapid urbanization, are increasingly 

threatening the future of cities, especially in developing countries (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate 

Change [IPCC], 2013). Efforts to address and adapt to these global challenges have become urgent, tenable, 

and ever-pressing in recent years (IPCC, 2013; UNDESA/PD, 2012). 

The notion of resilience has emerged over the past three to four decades and is increasingly promoted by 

international organizations, researchers, and non-governmental organizations as a strategy to respond and 

adapt to these global challenges (Beatley & Newman, 2013; Darkwah & Cobbinah, 2014; Pickett et al., 2003). 

Although its origin is strongly grounded in the ecological discipline where it was frequently used to describe 

the capacity of a system to survive and recover from adverse events and ensure a bounce back into a stable 

equilibrium state (Liao, 2012; Ove Arup & Partners International Limited, 2014; Pickett et al., 2003; Serre & 

Barroca, 2013), the concept of resilience is presently applied across multiple disciplines, including urban 

planning.  

In the context of urban planning, resilience has been mainly conceptualized in a city-wide context, often 

tagged urban resilience '(Darkwah & Cobbinah, 2014; Godschalk, 2003; Urban Land Institute [ULI], 2010). The 

concept of urban resilience is thus defined as the capability and preparedness of cities to withstand and 

respond to severe shock and make necessary adjustments for continuing functioning while its inhabitants 

strive irrespective of the severity of the shock (Godschalk,2003; Ove Arup & Partners International Limited, 

2014; ULI, 2010). Resilience relates to diverse shocks and stresses, ranging from terrorist activities to natural 

disasters to crime (Caputo, 2015). These stresses and shocks include instant, short-term crises that require 

innovative reaction and cooperation, and embedded, systemic issues that require long-term mitigation and 

adaptation strategies (Mehmood, 2016). Urban resilience is often place-based. The shocks and stresses 
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experienced by a city can vary depending on its social, economic, and environmental circumstances 

(Mehmood, 2016). Understanding the various degrees of vulnerability within city population groups that have 

different skills, housing, and socioeconomic statuses plays a significant role in making a city more resilient 

action. 

This section focuses on the problem statement, research scope, and analyses of the aims and objectives of the 

research. Finally, the chapter covers the research gap and related materials as well as the research framework 

and the organization of the thesis, which provides a clear picture of the research.   

1.2. Problem statement  

According to the United Nations, over 50% of the world's population currently lives in cities. By 2050, that 

number is expected to rise to 66% (United Nations, 2015). Cities are complicated entities, where a vast 

number of ever-changing factors affect and define the quality of life of their residents. Today's cities are all 

facing future shocks and stresses that will be associated with climate change, energy scarcity, and global 

population growth. Over the next 50 years, our societies and cities will, therefore, need to respond to these 

challenges effectively or suffer significant economic and social consequences. 

The necessity to build capacity for greater resilience will require our cities to create strategies for dealing with 

the upcoming shocks and stresses to our urban infrastructure systems. Cities will also have to find ways to 

engage the community in the process of urban planning, to achieve sufficient urban planning, which plays a 

significant role in helping the development of a better capacity for future resilience. 
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1.4. Research question  

From the foregoing analysis, the study seeks to find answers to the following questions: 

• How to enhance urban resilience through public participation? 

• What are the proper digital tools for public participation in urban planning? 

1.5. Aim and objectives  

Responding to the above questions, the general objective of this study is to introduce a public participation 

tool that helps in expanding the Resilient capacity of the Saudi cities. The objectives of the study are to: 

• Understanding the notion of urban resilience  

• Exploring public participation methods in urban planning  

• Exploring the digital tool that serves public participation in urban planning  

• Designing and testing a digital tool  

1.6. Research scope  

This research deals with the notion of urban resilience, focusing on public participation in urban planning. It 

emphasizes expanding the resilience capacity of Saudi cities through public participation to be aligned with the 

Saudi vision's 2030 first pillar, which is creating a vibrant society with a fulfilling life. 

1.7. The significance of the research  

Urban resilience is a complex topic and one that is inherently dynamic. A large part of the work in urban 

resilience is focused on issues that are constantly changing and evolving, such as migration patterns, 

employment trends, natural disasters, demographics, climate change, industrial developments, and disease. 

The time is right to bring the public participation and the urban resilience sector together to work on these 
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complex problems, to support improved outcomes for cities, and to explore the question at the heart of this 

research: 'How to enhance urban resilience through public participation?' 

This research provides valuable insight into the concept of urban resilience and how public participation can 

enhance the cities' resiliency. The thesis offers a structured tool that is designed to engage the community in 

urban planning to develop a high quality of life. On top of this, this research seeks to provide a theoretical 

background for future research on the subject.  
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1.8. Thesis organization  

 

Figure 1 Thesis organization 

1.9. Chapter summary  

The first chapter creates a foundation for the research. It provides an overall scope of the study. This chapter 

was designed to outline the questions that need to be answered during the research. It also contains the aims 

and objectives of the study that needs to be achieved. Indeed, the chapter efficiently clarifies the advantages 

of undertaking carrying out the study. 
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CHAPTER 2: URBAN RESILIENCE 

2.1. Introduction 

Cities are gradually becoming sophisticated systems of economic, ecological, and social factors (Liu et al., 

2007). In the 21st century, uncertain factors, such as natural disasters, energy crises, political instability, 

financial crises, food security, terrorist attacks, and climate change, play a crucial role in threatening urban 

development (Spaans & Waterhout, 2017). Resilience is what helps cities adjust to withstand these challenges, 

helping cities to prepare for both the expected and the unexpected (100RC). This section explores theories 

and studies related to urban resilience, digital technology for urban resilience, and public participation in 

urban planning. 

2.2. Definition of Urban Resilience  

Resilience is one of the natural phenomena that emerged in the 1970s, this system is used to describe and 

show stability and flexibility during any circumstances, and this system applies to cities because it can adapt to 

many different circumstances. (Rockerfeller Foundation,2014). Hamilton (2009) states that 'Urban resilience is 

sometimes defined as an ecological concept, meaning the degree to which cities can tolerate alteration before 

reorganizing around a new set of structures and processes.' O'Brien and Hope (2009) define it as 'the ability to 

withstand and adjust to disruptions whilst still retaining function.' the Resilient City (a network of practitioners 

and academics that share knowledge and promote professional engagement for urban resilience) states: 'the 

term of the resilient city is a city that developed its capabilities to absorb the future shocks and stress for its 

system and social, economic and technical infrastructure to be able to preserve the same identity, structure, 

and functions (www.resilientcity.org).  100RC defines urban resilience as "it is a term of the ability of 

individual, communities, institutions, businesses to survive, adapt and grow within a city regardless all the 

stress and shocks they faced with.." Rockerfeller Foundation (2014) defines city resilience as the ability of the 

city to adapt and grow, so rich and poor people live and work in the city regardless of the challenges they face. 
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Building urban resilience requires understanding the city system and the risks they may deal with through 

supporting the fabric of the city and better understanding the potential shocks and stresses it may face. 

Certainly, the cities may face many challenges, not only one stress or shock. Most cities face many of these 

challenges, which can increase the city's threatening resilience. one good example of this challenge is 

hurricane Katrina, which happened in 2005 in the southeastern U.S. with huge devasting effects. But it wasn't 

Hurricane Katrina alone that led to such a disaster in the city of New Orleans. These disasters happen due to 

the intensified of many stresses such as environmental degradation, lack of macroeconomic transformation, 

infrastructure, poverty, and other chronic challenges. These stresses lead the city to these weaknesses and 

making it unable to face this challenge. 

The resilience system helps incomplete the space between adapting to the climate and reducing the disaster. 

Many challenges may occur but are not necessarily predictable. Resilience emphasizes improving system 

performance through multiple hazards rather than avoiding or modifying the loss of assets due to specific 

events. 

2.3.  Resilience VS Urban Sustainability  

The previous literature has studied both 'urban resilience (U.R.)' and 'urban sustainability (U.S.)' of cities. Yet, 

there is a huge overlap between the meaning of resilience and sustainability, which threatens to weaken both 

concepts. Sustainability is focused on increasing the quality of life concerning environmental, social, and 

economic considerations, both in the present and for future generations (Collier et al., 2013). Resilience, on 

the other hand, focuses on the response of systems (including environmental, social, and economic systems) 

to both extreme disturbances (National Research Council, 2012) and persistent stress (Folke, 2016). 

There are many similarities between the concepts of sustainability and resilience, and they are often used 

without clear distinction in meaning and purpose for a variety of applications. The application of Sustainability 
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and resilience are both used to describe a system (Carpenter et al.,2001). This could be almost any system, 

ranging from the global economy to a single person's mental or physical health. Both sustainability and 

resilience refer to the state of a system or feature over time, focusing on the persistence of that system under 

normal operating conditions and in response to disturbances (Fiksel et al., 2014). Despite the similarities 

between sustainability and resilience, they are separated concepts that are subject to misuse if their 

differences are neglected. An important difference between sustainability and resilience is the temporal scale 

of implementation. Sustainability efforts are often understood on longer time scales than resilience. The 

primary objective of sustainability is to create desirable conditions for future generations (Meacham, 2016). 

Thus, the effects of sustainability policies may not directly influence present conditions but may have 

substantial effects on future conditions. Resilience, on the other hand, is understood in many situations to 

apply to more immediate temporal scales (Lew et al., 2016; Mejia-Giraldo et al., 2012). Policies that increase 

the resilience of a system will protect the system in the short term from potential disturbances. Endeavors to 

prioritize resilience and sustainability objectives are important for all projects, especially large-scale efforts in 

which resources must be carefully allocated. Sustainability is described as prioritizing desired outcomes, and 

resilience as prioritizing processes (Bocchini et al., 2014; Park et al., 2013; Redman, 2014) 
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2.4. Urban resilience framework (CRF) 

Arup and Rockefeller Foundation established the Urban Resilience Framework. It is an exclusive framework 

that provides a lens through which the complexity of cities and the several factors that contribute to a city's 

resilience can be understood (Rockefeller Foundation, 2014). It includes four dimensions that describe the 

crucial systems of a city, which are; Economy & Society; Infrastructure & Environment; Health & well-being, 

and Leadership & Strategy. Each dimension covers three "drivers," which reflect the actions cities can take to 

expand their resilience capacity. While the CRF isn't a description of urban resilience, it is a useful tool to help 

cities discover the strengths and weaknesses of their systems. 

Figure 2 Urban resilience framework, source: www.arup.com 
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Some analytic tools which are used by 100RC are based on the CRF in its work with cities to inspect 

interdependencies and diagnose where to build their capacities (100resilientcities.org). the below table shows 

the four dimensions and their drivers   

 

 

  

Table 1City Resilience Framework, source: 100resilientcities.org 
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2.5. Quality of resilience system  

Qualities of Resilience summaries indicators of resilience system which are; reflective, resourceful, inclusive, 

integrated, robust, redundant. And flexible. Table 2 shows the description of each indicator. 

 

 

Table 2 Quality of resilience system, source: 100resilientcities.org 
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2.6. Global BenchMark  

Figure 3 Vulnerability world city ranking, source: grosvenor.com 
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According to Grosvenor's research, the three most resilient cities in the world are in Canada. Canadian cities 

have a powerful combination of low vulnerability and high adaptive capability. There is a high level of supply 

availability, and Canadian cities are well-governed and adequately planned.   

Six of the other top 10 cities are in the United States. U.S. cities do not score particularly well in the 

vulnerability rankings. Inequality in U.S. cities leads to social tension, utilities lack investment, and urban 

sprawl leads to the over-consumption of the land resource. U.S. cities are currently weak on energy access, 

but that situation is shifting fast due to shale gas exploitation. United States's strong ranking is due to flexible 

capacity, where resources, public accountability of elected officials, and the technology of the U.S. are 

controlling factors. This suggests that U.S. cities will continue to see a pattern of effective public intervention, 

but often only after a major shock has occurred.   

The cities which are graded from 11 to 30 are very close to the top ten in their scores, so they must be 

considered resilient. This group includes most of the European cities. London is 18th in the ranking. It suffers 

gradually from social tensions because of the lack of affordable housing. Yet, it has comparatively strong 

institutional capacity and the capability to track the progress of government policy-making. According to the 

sample, the weakest European cities are Moscow, Milan, and Madrid; the strongest are Zurich, Amsterdam, 

and Frankfurt. The latter are in highly developed societies, with a strong tradition of social justice and mutual 

provision.  

While the weakest 20 cities are in developing markets, eight of these are in the BRIC countries. Until this point, 

blistering economic growth has not encouraged the quality and long-term resilience of these cities. The lowest 

20 cities are comparatively weaker than the top 30. Their vulnerability arises from inequality, poor 

infrastructure provision and environmental degradation, and, to an extent, climate vulnerability. In contrast, 
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these cities are weak in all of the different dimensions of flexible capacity. Our view is that the lack of freedom 

that exists in some of these cities, though valid in some respects, is a long-term hindrance. 

2.7. Tools for Urban Resilience  

2.7.1. Resilience dividend   

The Resilience Dividend Valuation Model was developed by the Rockefeller Foundation in collaboration with 

the RAND Corporation. This new tool helps decision-makers and communities not just to appreciate the 

intrinsic value of resilience but to quantify its economic value. The Resilience Dividend Valuation Model helps 

decision-makers to evaluate the resilience dividend, which will help communities and decision-makers well to 

understand the many short and long-term benefits of investments. Applying a resilience lens leads to better-

designed projects and policies that include multiple challenges at one time, improving services and saving 

resources (www.rockefellerfoundation.org). 

2.7.2. City resilience index  

City Resilience Index is a tool developed for cities to realize and assess their resilience, enhancing their 

capacity to build sound strategies and plans for a robust future. It was established based on three years of 

research. And it was developed as a partnership between The Rockefeller Foundation and Arup. City Resilience 

Index is an effective, tested tool that allows policy-makers and stakeholders to understand and tackle these 

challenges in an efficient way. It includes a framework that various cities have previously used to create 

resilience strategies. Whatever the specific threats a city experiences, the City Resilience Index inspires cities 

to be future-focused and inclusive. The tool is designed as a self-assessment, which produces a resilience 

profile that reveals a city's specific strengths and weaknesses, generating a baseline to plan for and measure 

future progress 
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Each city's resilience profile is produced by assessing its current state against 12 goals and 52 indicators. This 

delivers a holistic overview of a city's resilience across four key dimensions: (1) People: the well-being and 

health of everyone living and working in the city. (2) Organization: the systems within the society and 

economy that enable urban populations to live peacefully and act collectively. (3) Place: the quality of physical 

infrastructure and ecosystems that protect, provide, and connect us. (4) Knowledge: appropriate leadership 

and strategy, enabling the city to learn from the past and take timely action. Twelve goals: ranging from how 

essential needs are met to the level of law enforcement, economic participation to the competency of 

infrastructure management. Fifty-two indicators: a detailed array that ranges from sanitation to availability of 

financing and crime prevention measures to continuity plans for vital assets. 

2.7.3. City Resilience Profiling Tool (CRPT) 

The City Resilience Profiling Tool (CRPT) was developed to enable any city to assess its urban resilience. It is an 

essential element of UN-Habitat's City Resilience Profiling Program (CRPP), launched in 2012 with 10 Partner 

Cities. As a basic version of CRPT, the program established CRPT 'Lite,' a tool for a rapid assessment of urban 

resilience. The user interface is designed to be easily navigated and self-guiding. However, users are likely to 

face questions while using the tool (e.g., operational procedure, meanings of technical terms, or interpretation 

of the results). The questions will vary from city to city, according to their own experience or knowledge. The 

tool should be more objective than the existing tools. It needs to produce the same results even by having 

different stakeholders using it and producing results that are comparable over time, with clear and observable 

means of verification. The purpose: The Tool is meant to 

identify aspects within the city to be addressed to 

enhance its level of resilience and to produce profiling 

results that are comparable over time and are not 

meant to compare the status of resilience among Figure 4 www.resiliencetools.org 
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cities. The target: CRPP intends to develop an assessment tool applicable to any spatial scale. The CRPT is 

primarily designed for municipal leaders, managers, urban planners, and other personnel with responsibility 

for ensuring the safety, maintenance, and security of all aspects and functions of an urban area, including 

critical infrastructure and services, health facilities, transport, and telecommunications networks, sanitation, 

water, etc. Assessment cycle: The assessment cycle can be divided into six steps, as showed in figure 3. 

2.7.4. Asian Cities Climate Change Resilient Network (ACCCRN) program 

The ACCCRN Program was established by ICLEI. It allows local governments to evaluate their climate risks in 

the context of vulnerability, urbanization, and poverty and create corresponding resilience strategies. The IAP 

toolkit picks on the experience from the ten core ACCCRN cities and supplements this with learning, models, 

approaches, and best practices of existing ICLEI approaches. The toolkit was examined in three Indian cities, 

Shimla, Bhubaneswar, and Mysore, and subsequently used in various cities in Indonesia, Bangladesh, the 

Philippines, and India.  

With a strong city focus, this toolkit is targeted at city governments and their role in catalyzing community 

structure. It presents a streamlined process that is simple and yet rigorous and which can be done by the cities 

themselves, with the only minimal need for external support. It allows local governments to assess their 

Figure 5 source: www.acccrn.org 
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climate risks, formulate and apply similar resilience strategies. The goal is to build resilience to climate change 

across all urban systems and groups, the poorest and most marginalized. The ICLEI ACCCRN Process has been 

created in a step-by-step format, divided into 6 phases (www.acccrn.org). 

2.7.5. Interactive Resilient Africa Online Decision Support Tool 

The African government developed an online decision tool 

called The Interactive Resilient Africa Online Decision 

Support Tool. The purpose of the tool is to address the 

impact of climate change that is faced by the local 

communities. The tool consists of a six-step program. The 

highly interactive tool walks local governments through a 

process of identifying, prioritizing, and evaluating viable 

adaptation options that should be involved in strategic 

plans towards building resilience to climate change in the 

21st Century. This inclusive tool enables cities also to formulate local action plans to support the process. 

 

  

Figure 6 source: www.resilientafrica.org 
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CHAPTER 3: PUBLIC PARTICIPATION 

3.1. Introduction  

Public participation in urban planning has been a topic of academic and practical interest since the 1960s. The 

adoption of information and communication technologies for civic participation, electronic participation 

impacts how citizens and urban planners interact. Public participation in urban planning is an integral and 

central part of the overall planning process and may determine the success or failure of a completed plan. 

Plans that do little more than collect dust on government shelves have been an issue in previous decades, and 

while plans may fail for a variety of reasons, lack of public involvement can influence a plan's future success. 

When plans lack public involvement, technical experts can dominate the process, which raises fundamental 

issues for democratic governance (Burby 2003). 

While public participation can assist in creating successful plans, using appropriate public participation 

techniques can affect the overall success of public participation efforts. Therefore, the techniques of public 

participation are an important aspect of urban planning and should be studied to improve the planning 

process for all parties involved.   

3.2. Definition of public participation 

Public participation in the process that an organization consults with interested or affected individuals, 

organizations, and government entities before making a decision. Public participation is an open dialogue and 

collaborative problem solving to produce better and more acceptable decisions. It limits and minimizes 

conflicts by creating a process for resolving issues before they become polarized. sometimes it could be called 

"public involvement," "community involvement," or "stakeholder involvement."  

The concept of Participation is wildly used in many social contexts, starting from working life and technological 

development over urban and regional planning to general politics and common situation. However, 
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Community Participation is a complex concept, as it has no specific definition, limits, boundaries, or 

established criteria that it can be measured with. according to Bately (1996), to be open to speculations and 

personal interpretations. "Participation is a broad word, broadly used, relating to workplace and production, 

to community development, government administration and neighborhood self-help and to ."   

UNCHS (1986) Director's report shows that community participation directly benefits agencies such as social 

welfare departments, planning offices, and local housing authorities because it broadens their resource base 

in physical, financial, and human. It shares responsibility for the design, management, and execution of 

projects. 

Public participation is defined as "involving those who are affected by a decision in the decision-making 

process. It promotes sustainable decisions by providing participants with the information they need to be 

involved in a meaningful way, and it communicates to participants how their input affects the decision," 

according to the International Association of Public Participation. The definition details the practicalities of 

instrumenting participation. First, it is concerned with who is to be engaged, arguing that those affected by a 

decision must have a say in the process. Second, it stresses communication, such as informing the public in the 

early stages about the technical requirements of the planning proposal so that those affected can make 

informed decisions. Once the plan has been developed, the public participation initiators inform participants 

about how their input has been weighed against a suite of other stakeholders' interests. Third, the definition 

recognizes that citizens' input is of value and that by listening and acting upon such input, plans are enriched, 

are more widely accepted, and more socially sustainable. 

Since the 1960s, planning theory has followed the changes, albeit slowly, in popular democratic ideals from a 

representative to an increasingly participatory system of governance; the role of the public had changed from 

being confined to policy-making and deciding how policies would be put into operation to citizens being 
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involved in managing programs (Thomas 1995). The work of Jane Jacobs, Paul Davidoff, and others greatly 

impacted the modern planning profession and theory during this time (M. P. Brooks 2002). Davidoff's 

advocacy planning was the first theory to place public participation as a fundamental objective of planning 

rather than simply a planning tool (Lane 2005). Laurian and Shaw (2008), as well as Lane (2005), illustrate the 

changes in planning theory beginning with Friedman's transactive planning model, which characterized the 

1970s, and included face-to-face contact and interpersonal dialogues. The process continued with the addition 

of communicative theory and substantial public participation of the 1980s and 1990s. 

Indeed, many researchers and practitioners point to the 1970s as a decade of change for public participation: 

shifting from representative to more participatory democracy (Danke 1983; Thomas 1995). Furthermore, 

many public participation methods and evaluations occurred in the wake of the Environmental Protection Act 

(EPA) and have become the baseline for many subsequent examinations of public involvement in decision-

making processes (Beierle and Cayford 2002; Tuler and Webler 1999; Halvorsen 2003). Planning theorists in 

the 1990s supported more deliberative techniques that emphasized inclusive dialogue, mutual learning, and 

collective problem solving; the work of Beauregard, Forrester, Innes, and Booher reflect this changing 

discourse of public participation (Laurian and Shaw 2008). These contemporary schools of thought all 

emphasize the political quality of planning, assume that the public interest is varied rather than held by a 

singular actor, and consider participation an essential element of planning (Lane 2005). This changing theory 

of public participation in planning has also influenced the American Planning Association (APA). According to 

the APA bylaws, the role of the planner must strive to "pursue and faithfully serve the public interest" and 

should involve the public in the planning process (American Planning Association 1992). Furthermore, the 

American Institute of Certified Planners (AICP) has also embraced a more inclusive approach to public 

participation by stating in the code of ethics that the public interest should be "formulated through 

continuous and open debate," by providing information and giving "people the chance to have a meaningful 
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effect on the development of plans and programs that may affect them" and that this engagement should be 

"broad enough to include those who lack formal organization or influence" (American Planning Association 

2005b). Therefore, it seems, through this formalized code, that the current views of public participation in 

planning reflect the call for increased participatory and deliberative processes.   

3.3. Traditional Methods of Public Participation 

According to Rowe and Frewer (2000: 8-9), the "most formalized public participation methods" include 

referenda, public hearings, public opinion surveys, negotiated rulemaking, consensus conferences, citizens' 

juries/ panels, citizen advisory committees, and focus,s groups. Except for referenda and public surveys, all the 

other methods involve some type of meeting requiring a personal presence. 

Referenda are advisory or binding surveys in which those participants are entitled to vote among a small set of 

options in a ballot. Public hearings gather both citizens and representatives of the engaging agency, experts, 

and political decision-makers. Typically, only one issue can be placed on the agenda, but the same issue can be 

discussed several times. The more controversial the topic, the more likely it is to attract citizens' attention. 

Public servants and experts inform the public about their plans and simultaneously consult them by collecting 

their ideas and development suggestions. Public surveys are conducted through large-scale questionnaires 

structured around topics of interest. They typically survey both the significant questions under review as well 

as the identity of the respondents. Selected participants, including citizen delegates, public agency 

representatives, and other stakeholders, are invited to negotiate rule-making. At the end of the process, the 

stakeholders are required to achieve a consensus on a specific topic. Consensus conferences involve the 

deliberations of citizens, experts, and public agency representatives. Citizens first attend expert presentations 

to familiarize themselves with the topic, after which the deliberation proper takes place. The lay citizen panel 

then writes a report outlining their recommendations and conclusions, which is afterward debated with the 

experts and sometimes in a press conference. Similarly, citizens' juries and panels invite randomly selected 
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citizen representatives from the local population to draft their recommendations on a topic of interest. At the 

same time, consensus conferences entail technical details with a high level of complexity. Citizens' juries tackle 

topics such as health, education, or traffic. Key individuals are chosen who can tackle the problem under 

scrutiny from many different angles, giving the citizens a comprehensive amount of information on which to 

base their decision upon. A final document is drafted, which, along with the recommendations, also allows 

citizens to reflect upon how they perceived the process and evaluated the public servants involved. Citizen 

advisory committees or boards are instituted by local governments to examine a pressing topic. The 

committee reports to the local government through a report, and its work is supported by staff inside the local 

government. Lastly, focus groups are small groups of citizen representatives, at times chosen according to 

selected criteria (e.g., pedestrians, teachers, parents). Participants are asked about their opinions or user 

experience of city services or infrastructure. 

3.4. Evaluation of Public Participation  

While public participation has long been studied and implemented, whether formally or informally, evaluation 

of public participation in planning lacks (Laurian and Shaw 2008), in 1983, Rosener noted that there were "no 

widely held criteria for judging success and failure; there are no agreed-upon evaluation methods (Laurian and 

Shaw 2008). Additionally, Beierle, writing in 1998, noted that the state of evaluation had not progressed 

fifteen years after Rosener. The current field of evaluation literature relies on pre-and-post surveys of public 

participation processes and is situated around a limited number of case studies. Within this field of work, 

evaluations of mandated participation (Innes and Booher 2004), exploration of the National Environmental 

Policy Act (NEPA) and participation (R. W. S. Brooks and Harris 2008), and examinations of changing citizen 

perceptions through high-quality participation (Halvorsen 2003). Laurian and Shaw's examination of AICP 

members' approaches to public participation evaluation provides various definitions of successful participation 

and illustrates the need for more standardized evaluation. Their findings indicate that no standardization or 
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preferred method of evaluation is apparent within the planning profession: AICP members surveyed focus on 

various criteria and outcomes in gauging the success of their public processes (Laurian and Shaw 2008). 

3.5. Digital Public Participation  

Public participation has entered a new era of electronic participation (e-participation). In broad terms, e-

participation is defined as a collection of practices that use different technological tools (computers, phones, 

tablets, sensors, applications, etc.) to gather, manage, and analyze citizen input. A democratic innovation 

refers to various methods which aim to increase and deepen citizen participation in urban governance (Geissel 

& Newton, 2012). 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS) are tools that enable the generation, analysis, management, and 

visualization of geographic data. GIS has become an integral part of local governance, particularly in urban 

planning, because of its inherent spatial commonalities. Initially, GIS was used only by planning experts and 

geographers (Nuojua, 2010). Public participation GIS (PPGIS) became a response to the long-standing 

plummeting of citizen participation rates. PPGIS is often proposed as a solution to include previously excluded 

individuals and groups (Radil & Jiao, 2016). PPGIS applications are confined to maps, which steer the data 

collected to some degree. Citizens can 'map' or 'pinpoint' data in the form of text at a particular location on a 

map. The spatial distribution of a topic may be the focus interest of an organization asking citizens a question 

(top-down PPGIS) or chosen by the citizens themselves (Volunteered Geographical Information, VGI). 

The introduction of PPGIS is largely due to the more increased uptake of technology in political, economic, and 

social life. As a result, the orientation of PPGIS is to collect answers to set questions on a map (Kahila-Tani et 

al. 2016), in short, a map-based survey. PPGIS is usually carried out in conjunction with local government land-

use development projects and involves a pragmatic approach connected to top-down planning. In contrast, 

Volunteered Geographical Information (VGI; Tuloch, 2008) refers to citizens providing data on whatever issues 
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they find important in a bottom-up approach (Kahila-Tani et al., 2016). Aside from the purpose of the data 

collection, the data itself may contribute to informing participants, raising their awareness, and consequently 

increasing their participation in informed decision-making (Haklay & Tobon, 2003; Sieber, 2006).  

A notable development of the PPGIS tools and methods is SoftGIS. In contrast to generic PPGIS, SoftGIS is 

particularly interested in citizens' subjective 'soft' experiences of places and therefore collects resident's 

knowledge about their environment (KahilaTanni et al., 2016; Babelon et al., 2016; Kyttä et al., 2013; Kahila & 

Kyttä, 2009). The interfaces are designed in an appealing way which allows the combination of 'soft' 

knowledge with expert knowledge and GIS data. Nonetheless, like many of the PPGIS applications, SoftGIS is, 

in fact, a map survey tool. No PPGIS tool as such supports dialogue or peer-to-peer communication (Nuojua, 

2010). The legacy of PPGIS as regards spatial data and harnessing citizens' knowledge of a place has continued 

into mobile participation, either in the form of map-based mobile applications for reporting similar to 

Volunteered Geographic Information (e.g. 'reporting apps') or municipality initiated mobile surveys without a 

map (e.g., Porukka app). 

3.6. Mobile Application in Urban Planning  

In 2010, the United Nations University reported that more people have access to a mobile phone than good 

sanitation (UNU-IWEH, 2010). smartphones are the fastest adopted technology of all time (DeGusta, 2012; 

McGrath, 2013). Höffken and Streich (2013) list their advantages as follows: they are easy to handle with 

touchscreens (usability); they are multi-functional, combining phones, cameras, email, etc.; they enable multi-

channel communication through instant messaging or social networks; they are small and portable (mobility); 

their functionalities can be extended with apps; and, lastly, users can program new apps to spur wider 

innovative services (user-driven innovation). In short, phones are no longer devices used for placing calls but 

hand-held computers, which are always ready to be used in several ways. The 'rush towards mobile' has been 
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best observed in the number of services, initially built for desktop computers, that are now being provided in a 

mobile version and as native apps to customers. 

Mobile applications ('apps,' add-on programs that are downloaded from application stores) come in different 

types, among them apps that local governments can use to engage with their citizens. "The use of mobile 

devices (mobile phones, smartphones, and tablet computers) via wireless communication technology to widen 

the participation of people and other stakeholders by allowing them to connect, generate and share 

information, comment and vote" is commonly addressed as mobile participation (Höffken and Streich, 2013).  

3.6.1. Mobile App as a tool  

The emergence of apps for urban planning has been studied inductively. The apps were mapped according to 

their characteristics (Desouza & Bhagwatwar, 2012; EvansCowley, 2012); they showed a prevalence for 

transportation apps – allowing citizens to track buses in real-time, find parking spaces and pay for them, and 

cycling apps that map bikers' routes – and 'reporting apps,' which enable citizens to report code violations to 

the local authorities. These early studies of mobile participation were as much concerned with the 

functionalities of the apps as they were with their origin. Most participatory apps were commissioned by local 

governments, some were developed by community groups and private companies, and yet others by 

individual citizens. 

Before mobile participation, citizens could always phone city maintenance or fill in a web-based service 

request and complain about noise pollution or potholes. Instead of giving detailed information about the 

location and severity of the issue, they can now just gather the information with their mobile phones quickly 

on-the-go. The data gathered – even though not as accurate as designated measurement tools – gives a first 

indication of where further investigation is needed, helping local governments to allocate resources more 

efficiently. On the other hand, the accuracy of the sensors in mobile phones is constantly improving, and 
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mobile participatory noise-mapping comes close to official simulation-based maps (D'Hondt et al., 2013). 

Mobile phones become thus 'dense sensing' tools, which support the collection of rich environmental data 

(Evans-Cowley, 2010a). Mobile participation opens new avenues such as real-time participatory sensing and 

develops new forms of participation through the creation of apps by citizens. 

• Crowdsourcing Apps  

SeeClickFix was the first app in the undertaking to connect citizens to their local governments. Citizens used 

the app to report non-emergency problems (potholes, graffiti, broken bins) they observe in the city while 

going about their daily business. The interface of the app made reporting simple and quick by automatically 

mapping the location coordinates (with the GPS sensor in the phone) and enabling the attachment of photos 

(camera sensor) with which users of social media were familiar. Once ready, the issue was reported to the 

local government's back-end office, where it was managed. Citizens received a reply every time a request had 

been taken care of. Employing these types of mobile reporting strategies makes urban management much 

more effective for local governments, who are tasked with keeping the urban environment in order. Citizens, 

on the other hand, contribute bottom-up to making the city more livable and enjoyable collectively. Urban 

management in the form of 'crowdsourcing' (Howe, 2008; Brabham, 2013; Lehdonvirta & Bright, 2015) or 

'citizen sourcing (Nam, 2012) allows the citizens to become the government's eyes and ears on the streets' 

and monitor the city in real-time (hence the name' reporting apps') as predicted by  Townsend (2000). 

Because integration with the city's back-end office requires some technological tweaking, different apps 

fulfilling the same task have been built, from scratch, in different countries (e.g., SeeClickFix functions in the 

U.S. while FixMyStreet is UK-based and spread in Europe). Another crowdsourcing tool is Ushahidi, an 

application and back-end analytics system used for crisis management or election monitoring. Reporting apps 

were the first type of m-Participation tools that emerged and have remained mainstream ever since. 
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• Participatory Sensing Apps 

Further types of apps include participatory sensing apps. Participatory sensing (Burke et al., 2006:1) tasks 

"mobile devices to create interactive, participatory sensor networks that allow public and professional users to 

gather, analyze and share local knowledge." Sensors of many types are built-in to phones, including the GPS 

and camera mentioned above but also the microphone and accelerometer. WideNoise is an app that uses the 

microphone in mobile phones to collect sound samples and monitor sound pollution. Citizens participate in 

data collection through the sensors in their phones (participatory sensing; Burke et al., 2006). The 

accelerometer-sensor can be used in apps sensitive to differences in height, such as Street Bump, which 

collects road conditions while driving with little input required from the user and sends the information 

automatically as the services request. Auxiliary sensors further increase the capabilities of phones, such as 

those analyzing the composition of aerosols in the air in the case of iSPEX. Participatory sensing allows citizens 

to gather factual, objective data about their environments when previously they could only gather subjective 

experiences of a place. 

3.6.2. Typology of Participatory Apps 

The theoretical framework of the typology builds on three dimensions of participation, each consisting of two 

levels: firstly, the type of data collected by the apps (Kanhere, 2011): people-centric apps, which document 

user activity and aim at understanding behavior; environment-centric apps, collect environmental parameters. 

Secondly, information flow (Rowe & Frewer, 2005): one-way, either from the citizens to the organization or 

organization to citizens; interactive, information exchange and dialogue; and thirdly, empowerment as a 

consequence of participation (Winstanley et al., 1995): criteria power, the ability to determine a service or 

policy; operational power, ability to determine how a service or policy is carried put in practice.  
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The typology resulted in eight types of participatory apps, each representing a combination of the levels in the 

dimensions.  

1. Informing apps is a one-way channel for conveying environmental data. Two subtypes exist, 

prepopulated apps (the information is previously added to the app by the managing organization) and 

reporting apps (citizens generate data about their environments for the organizations to use and act upon). 

This type of application allows citizens to affect the operations of organizations that engaged them through 

the apps.  

2. Shared reality apps illustrate an interactive "reality," in which citizen-generated content interacts with 

smart objects (e.g., sensors in buildings), creating additional information. These applications enable 

experiences to which many users contributed (shared) through aggregation and visualization.  

3. Trend monitoring apps collect data from citizens that help authorities recognize trends and shifts in 

local environmental conditions, thereby allocating resources to specific areas.  

4. Integrator apps are similar to trend monitoring apps except for interactive communication. This is one 

category for which no empirical evidence was found, yet the category arose from the theory-based typology. 

5. Nudge apps document user behavior that serves as a useful backdrop for further action on an 

operational level. Nudges in this context are understood as incentives that alter behavior.  

6.  Local network apps are –for the most part– developed in open data competitions, merging open data, 

open software, and citizen-generated data. They enable information exchange among local community 

members and provide information about their practical decision-making. 

7. Citizen impact apps integrate citizen's data into strategic decision-making despite the one-way 

information flow. 
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8. Public dialogue apps enable interactive communication inside the app about citizens' ideas and 

suggestions, and the managing organization behind the app is committed to using them in strategic planning. 

3.6.3. Example of Mobile Application  

• CityTalk  

CityTalk, an elderly inclusive web-based communication platform, serves as a bridge between urban planners 

and the community. It consists of an 

interface for the community and an 

interface for the urban planners or the 

community worker operating the platform. 

The community interface provides three basic user functions. The first one includes viewing building projects 

in proximity to users. The second option allows one to answer questionnaires sent out by urban planners, 

providing an opportunity to participate in setting priorities for spatial planning. The third function provides a 

place for expressing and sharing thoughts regarding the built environment, allowing the community to interact 

and communicate and raise public awareness of issues needing attention.  

Facilitator Interface The facilitator interface allows for two primary functions. The first one includes uploading 

new projects, and the second includes viewing and editing ongoing projects. Each of these two basic functions 

provides further options for the planners. The 'Upload a New Project' functionality gives the facilitator access 

to demographic information from the area, allows access to relevant planning manuals, and supplies him with 

a tool to create a questionnaire or to choose one from a list of templates in the program. The 'Edit and View 

Existing Projects' function allows the facilitator to view results from questionnaires, update project statuses, 

and respond to project comments. The facilitator interface is built to ensure easy and intuitive operation by 

the user. This is done by providing a basic template the facilitator must fill in when uploading the project. 

Figure 7 CityTalk app source: Urban Resilient design guidelines 
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Images can be dragged into location, and text can be typed straight into the specified text box. This user-

friendliness is crucial if one doesn't want projects to fail due to usability problems on the planners' end. 

• CityZen  

CityZen is a social service that links citizens and their local authorities to create a safer environment. CityZen 

features a community-driven mobile application coupled with a back-end authority-controlled portal.  CityZen 

mobile application is designed to include three primary functions: (1) Following the different events in the 

area, (2) verifying and providing additional information about ongoing events, and (3) reporting new events.  

CityZen's monitoring portal is accessible from any computer with an internet connection: Using a username 

and a password, the portal's user can watch reports reported via CityZen mobile application, change their 

handling status, and post messages to all the application users. All the data is securely stored on a server and 

can be exported to spreadsheets for further analysis 

CityZen's objectives include; (1) Simplifying and streamlining the reporting process: Simple and available 

platform, no holding time on the phone, no voice call needed. (2) Improving authorities' performance: More 

information (larger quantity of reports), improving quality of information (more information shows a more 

accurate picture, using smartphone mediums), decreasing the load of the operator, creating heat maps for 

trend analysis and statistics for performance evaluation. (3) Increasing citizens' trust: Democratizing 

information by using and sharing crowd wisdom. 

 

Figure 8 CityZen Application source: Urban Resilient design guidelines  
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CHAPTER 4: APPLICATION IN SAUDI ARABIA 

4.1. Introduction  

e-Government accelerated the rapid transformation of the public sectors to an information society around the 

world. It increased efficiency, the productivity of the public sector and enhanced the quality of government 

services provided for citizens and the business sector, which inevitably led to economic growth and improved 

gross domestic product. 

The kingdom of Saudi Arabia is currently following a national ICT - Information and communication 

technology-plan to experience a transformation into an Information Society. As one of its major components, 

the National ICT plan contains an e-government initiative that was under the YESSER program. The initiative 

was the first to introduce e-government in Saudi Arabia. The primary focus of the initiative is not on 

purchasing information technology but on providing better government services and on increasing the 

efficiency and effectiveness of the public sector. 

The Saudi e-Government initiative was brought into existence as a cornerstone of the National 

Communications and Information Technology Plan. The e-Government program is a consequence of a 

strategic association with the Communications and Information Technology Commission and the Ministry of 

Finance, as well as a direct contribution from all government agencies.  

4.2. e-Government in Saudi Arabia YASSER program   

The YESSER programs are considered as a facilitator and enabler in Saudi's e-government initiative. It will 

enable the implementation of individual e-government services by ministries and other government agencies 

by creating the national infrastructure and defining shared standards that will be used by these agencies. 

Besides, it will facilitate their use by showing best practice examples and supporting the implementation of 
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pilot services, and by ensuring an appropriate level of coordination and collaboration between the 

implementing agencies. 

The government of Saudi Arabia gives great importance to the concept of eGovernment. The Saudi 

Government firmly believes in the massive benefits the eGovernment project will have on the national 

economy. 

 

Figure 9 Role of the YESSER program source: www.yesser.gov.sa 

The goal of the e-Government Program in KSA was to (1) Raise the productivity and efficiency of the public 

sector, (2) Provide better services to individuals, businesses, and more easily. Increase investment returns (3) 

Provide the required information with high accuracy promptly.  

The program and the possible role of a catalyst for the implementation of e-government transactions reduce 

central in the application of e-government transactions as much as possible, with a minimum of coordination 

between government agencies mode. The work program is based on the following primary rules: (1) Vision 
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and priorities the specifications and specific frameworks. (2) It is not just technology, much more than that. (3) 

Central reduce as much as possible. (4) Upgrade your time; use times.   

 

Shared e-Government Program in many international events also receives international awards both in this or 

other posts, which shows excellence in the process of transformation of government agencies in the Kingdom 

of Saudi Arabia to the e-government activities. This award comes and the accompanying posts to show the 

amount of attention provided by the program is the transfer of international experience and exceptional share 

best practices and work on the transition and application of the right ones in the various program works and 

projects to pay the sustainable development process forward. This page lists the site (pleased) awards 

harvested program, which comes as a prominent sign on its way towards achieving its objectives. In 2010 U.N. 

award Public Service and Yesser's Awards , in 2011 Best governmental experience Award in Asia, in 2012 

Government Technology Award The Asia, in 2013 E-Government Award GCC and 2014 Call Center Award the 

National.  

Abdul Aziz bin Abdul Rahman Al-Shuaibi, general manager of the program (pleased), states that the award 

aims to contribute to bringing about tangible development. The e-Government Program (Yesser) is looking 

forward to using national resources to make the enclosed research work before the end of 2015. And that was 

within its efforts to promote collaboration and innovation culture and utilize research resources in the area of 

e-Government; within research practice, Yesser aims to document the e-Government practices, learned 

lessons, and fix problems that might have been faced by some government agencies during the transition. The 

research work will be used for the benefit of the e-Government journey concerning the implementation of the 

e-Government 2nd Action Plan (2012-2016) and as inputs for the 3rd Action Plan expected to be launched in 
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2017.  Moreover, the research is envisaged to create positive change and enrich the Arabic content of the e-

Government practices. 

4.2.1. KSA E-Government plan of action  

YESSER Program has initiated the first National e-Government Strategy and Action Plan To drive Saudi Arabia's 

e-government initiative forward, which will be implemented within the next five years.  

The national strategy and action plan is a guide that promotes the application of the e-Government activities 

and to get ready for smooth conversion of the public sector to an information society. The plan includes the 

vision, objectives, and national priorities and suggests the appropriate implementation model best with the 

best fit for Saudi Arabia. Additionally, it lays out e-Services projects, various national applications, and 

infrastructure projects for the coming five years. It also specifies roles and responsibilities, funding 

mechanisms, and estimated budgets necessary for the successful deployment of this initiative. The Saudi e-

Government implementation model uses a decentralized approach; this implies that government agencies will 

take the lead in the execution of their projects.  

The preparation of this plan, depending on the contribution of all stakeholders. It will be through workshops, 

visits, and field surveys. International benchmarking, on the other hand, was conducted when needed.  

KSA has been keen to adopt and activate communication and I.T. systems to realize an I.T. community and a 

digital economy, besides higher levels of prosperity and welfare to the citizen and the expatriate alike. To 

accomplish this vision, Saudi Arabia has taken progressive steps to develop its business process and spread the 

concept of e-services in various government agencies and authorities. To realize the objectives, Saudi Arabia 

selected a set of exciting and ambitious strategies. The e-Government Program has been appointed the task of 

developing and implementing the plans and strategies in collaboration with different government agencies 
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and authorities. The First Action Plan from 2006 to 2010 has been developed and completed. Now they are in 

the process of launching the Second Action Plan from 2012 to 2016.  

4.2.2. Key Learnings from Other Countries 

A study of 20 countries from all over the world was conducted by the YESSER Program to create a benchmark. 

These countries include leading e-government countries, countries from the region, and countries in a 

situation similar to that of Saudi Arabia. This benchmarking effort produced 17 key learnings, as shown below: 

  

Figure 10 key learning source:www.yesser.gov.sa 
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4.2.3. The mobile government in Saudi Arabia  

"Saudi" portal application can be downloaded on smartphones. A lot of services and features are available, 

including search, language options, browsing e-services, and government agencies directory. Through the 

smart telephone application, the user may review updates of news and events,  respond to polls and contact 

the customer service center. 

Maak app  

to shift Saudi government agencies to the subsequent phase of the e-services, Yesser improved the e-

Government mobile services. The "M-Gov" product is envisaged to fashion an ideal and attractive 

environment for this type of service in Saudi Arabia. Yesser has launched the formal application of e-

government ( Maak )  for Android and iPhone devices. Ma'ak is designed to meet these objectives: (1) Create a 

common infrastructure for mobile e-Government services. (2) Establish a manual of government applications. 

(3) Create a template for government agencies' applications. (4) publish and Develop a manual of mobile e-

Government services. (5) develop contests for members of the developers' community in the area of mobile e-

Government projects. (6) Provide financial support to government agencies for mobile e-Government 

projects. (7) Launching a separate portal for mobile e-Government services. 

4.3. E-Participation in KSA  

The government of Saudi Arabia usually seeking to enhance the communication with Saudi's communities 

through the connection between the leadership and citizen .as a result of the development process, a lot of 

development happened in the technology fields and electronic services through the concept of online 

participation. 

Public participation and opinions consider as one of the government's aims to develop and enhance the 

system and the service of the community.  
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Community participation can be done in different ways, such as participation through the online service to 

exchange and share ideas and opinions that related to the low and government .this participation will help the 

citizen, expatriate residents, and also the private sector to meet their needs. The outcomes from this process 

will show the people's satisfaction each year, and the result will be shown on the governmental websites 

YASEER; as a result of this participation, the government will be aware of the people's opinions to participate 

and make a decision. 

4.3.1. Customer Satisfaction Surveys: 

Saudi government agencies used several methods to get feedback from customers on e-Government services 

to develop e-services and diversify delivery channels. Customer satisfaction is becoming the main element of 

developing productivity and efficiency of the public sector, organizations and producing improved services 

that meet the needs of individuals, businesses, and government agencies.  Yesser used to conduct regular 

customer satisfaction polls and research on e-Government services in all regions of Saudi Arabia. The targeted 

audience includes male and female citizens, expatriates, businesses, and government agencies. 

4.3.2. e-Participation initiatives: 

The custodian of the two holy mosques delivered instructions to create a portal gate to facilitate the delivery 

of services to the citizens. Tawasul portal defines as an electronic service from the royal court for reporting 

any shortage from any governmental sector to the king .this service emerged to help citizens and facilitate 

communication with the royal court through receiving their opinion to enhance the public needs. The 

following agencies provide information and diverse expertise that contribute to supporting Saudi Arabia's 

decision-making process.  
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4.3.3. Ministry of Foreign Affairs 

Participation in e-service becomes an adopted service from the ministry of foreign affairs, which supports the 

participation of the citizens and the ministry to enhance the services. 

this participation happened  between the ministry and citizens through many tools: 

first, sharing the opinions; this tool allows the citizens to present and share their respective opinions on some 

issues that pertain to the ministry of foreign affairs clients. After that, opinions will be discussed to make the 

right decision. 

Second, the opinion tool, which leads the users to share their opinions and decisions to discuss and vote with 

the public and the ministry. 

Finally, voting tools are designed for the public to vote on certain issues. The result of this voting will be used 

by the Ministry decision-makers. 

4.4. Information and Communication Technologies (ICT) market in Saudi Arabia  

The Saudi ICT sector has expanded significantly over the past ten years and remains on a strong growth 

trajectory. In 2013, the ICT sector recorded a 14% year-on-year growth (CITC ICT Indicators Report, 2013). The 

rapid growth of this sector is fueled by several factors, including (1) continuous investments into the ICT 

infrastructure, (2) increased spending on tablets and smartphones, (3) implementation of e-government 

projects, (3) and increased interest in ICT services. 

The ICT market in the Kingdom is the biggest in the Middle East in terms of capital value and volume of 

spending and accounts for more than 70% of the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) ICT market, with a capital 

investment of more than SAR 135 billion in the past ten years. 
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In addition to its indirect positive effects, such as increased efficiency of productive sectors in the economy, 

the liberalization of the telecommunications market and increased competition have led to a rise in capital 

investments and the expansion and development of communications networks, which in turn resulted in a 

significant increase in the contribution of the ICT sector to the country's GDP. The contribution of the 

telecommunications sector to the country's GDP was estimated at 2.75%, which is equivalent to a contribution 

of some 8% to non-oil GDP (CITC ICT Indicators Report, 2013). Besides, huge investments in infrastructure and 

networks, especially in broadband services, will support the further contribution of the telecommunications 

sector to the GDP; a 10% increase in penetration of broadband will lead to approximately 1.3% growth in GDP 

(siteresources.worldbank.org).  

 

Figure 11Saudi Arabia Annual ICT Spending and Year-on-Year ICT Spending Growth, 2008–2017, source: CITC studies and analysis 2013  

In terms of the Networked Readiness Index (NRI), which measures the level of ICT usage to enhance  

competitiveness, Saudi Arabia ranked 31st in 2012   ) The Global Information Technology Report, World 

Economic Forum,2013), an improvement over its 34th place in 2011. Referring to a report published by the 

World Economic Forum, this improvement was driven mainly by the reduced costs of using ICT and strong e-

government efforts. The key strengths include high mobile phone penetration (ranked 2nd in the world), the 
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government's success in ICT promotion (3rd), and the high importance of ICT to government vision (7th). 

However, skills development was identified as the key future priority for expanding the local pool of talent and 

for the transition toward a more knowledge-intensive economy (59th). 

4.5. Mobility in KSA  

mobility is defined as the ability to use easily portable devices to access services and content, irrespective of 

changes to the location or technical environment. The focus here is on the data services and smart device 

applications, which do not include traditional voice and messaging. These data services are generally 

consumed via smart devices–tablets and smartphones, almost always with a touchscreen that can run 

applications featuring graphics interfaces, on-device processing, and rich media.  

On a global level, increasing mobile usage tends to increase access to critical information and services, in 

tandem with generating positive economic effects. A recent study estimates that, for a given level of total 

mobile penetration, shifting 10 percent of 2G users to 3G increases 

GDP-per-capita growth by 0.15% (Deloitte/GSMA, "What is the Impact of Mobile Telephony on Growth?", 

2012 

This change corresponds to the progression of voice and SMS to using mobile broadband. A similar effect will 

likely become evident with the change from 3G to 4G services. 

Mobility is enabled and encouraged by several factors, ranging from government regulatory policies to 

available mobile devices to the price and quality of network 

connectivity and innovative uses. The greatest benefits of mobility occurs when the ecosystem as a whole is 

efficient, and when each element increases the value of the whole. 
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Figure 12 Mobility Ecosystem  

Smart devices have changed the way users interact with the Web. Access has become truly personal, rather 

than tied to a shared family P.C. or the office connection. In addition to  being mobile, this access is instant, 

which has opened up a  world of possibilities to consume or create information where it is most needed or at 

least most convenient. Smart  device features, including cameras, Global Positioning System (GPS), and 

compasses, have led to an explosion of uses unavailable with a standard laptop. All these capabilities have 

revolutionized communications,  entertainment, and work. The smart device has become the center of 

everyday life for an ever-increasing percentage of  the world's population. 

With this increasing penetration of smart devices, enterprise mobility is becoming increasingly widespread. 

Government services are starting to take advantage of smart devices, introducing new services in mobile 

government, as well as the related areas of m-health and m-education. 
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In Saudi Arabia, from 2007 to 2012, the number of 

wireless connections grew from 28.4 million to 53.0 

million, which amounts to 1.82 connections for every 

resident. In terms of mobile broadband, the growth is 

even more dramatic: from 0.2% penetration in 2007 to 

42.1% in 2012. Over the same period, the revenues 

attributable to the mobile sector grew 68% to SAR 55.91 

billion in 2012 (CITC ICT Indicators Report 2012).  

Saudi Arabia's mobility infrastructure is mature: networks are modern and continue to develop; device 

penetration is high, and device capabilities are modern. 

4.5.1. Selected Mobility Indicators 

To assess the current maturity level of Saudi mobility, CITC collated a set of indicators. The table below shows 

compares Saudi data with data from other countries. 

The share of Internet browsing on a mobile device in Saudi Arabia is near the top of the global range and 

above the global average of 10%. This indicates that devices and networks in the country are advanced 

enough to support this heavy usage and that users are familiar with mobile browsing. This figure should 

increase over the next few years, providing an additional means for mobile operators to realize a return on 

their network investments. 

Figure 13 wireless connections rate source:CITC ICT Indicators 
Report 2012 
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4.5.2. Adoption of Mobility Products and Services in Saudi Arabia 

To understand the adoption of mobility products and services in Saudi Arabia, CITC carried out a 

representative survey of 1,324 individuals and 1,324 organizations. The results of the survey are presented 

below.  

4.5.2.1. Consumer Adoption of Mobility Services 

CITC's research found that consumer attitudes to mobility services in Saudi Arabia are shaped by three 

fundamental factors: (1) High Adoption of Smart Devices, (2) Availability of High-Speed Wireless Internet, (3) 

Availability of Applications.  

The CITC Mobility Survey has revealed several reasons Saudi individuals use smart devices: (1) Ability to 

Connect to the Internet, (2) Ability to Download Applications, (3) Cameras and Sensors, (4) Multimedia 

Features/Entertainment. 

Figure 14 Selected Mobility Benchmarks for 2012-2013 
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Application usage can be grouped into four main themes: (1) Social Media, (2) News and Information, (3) 

Entertainment, (4) Productivity. 

 

Figure 15Application Usage Trends on Smart Devices source: CITC Mobility Survey (Individuals), 2013. 

4.5.2.2. Enterprise Adoption of Mobility Services 

CITC's research confirms that businesses in Saudi Arabia are well aware of the operational and product 

developments that can be achieved through the use of mobility solutions. Many businesses across the country 

are actively considering investments in mobility technologies to transform employee performance, refine 

processes, enhance productivity, and improve customer services. The study showed that, among the 

companies using mobile broadband, over 65% stated that they had enabled at least one application for 

employees to be accessed over smart devices. Mobility applications have become highly important among 

businesses in the Kingdom. Large enterprises tend to be more advanced in adopting mobility and providing 

mobile services to their staff.  

4.5.2.3. Public Sector Adoption of Mobility Services 

CITC's research found that, although the adoption of mobility services and solutions among public sector 

organizations lags behind adoption in the private sector, these organizations exhibit a high degree of similarity 
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in their attitudes to the current and planned usage of mobility. The adoption of mobile Internet in public 

sector organizations is higher (43%) than in the private sector (30%), yet the allocation of ICT budgets to 

wireless communications is lower. 

The level of enthusiasm shown among public sector organizations is higher than that among private 

businesses, indicating the growing importance of m-government services in the country. The number of 

organizations likely to deploy mobility solutions over the next three years is higher in the public sector (33%) 

than among the private businesses surveyed (23%). Government-to-citizen (G2C) applications (m-government) 

will continue to take precedence over government-to-government (G2G) applications in the public sector. 

4.5.3. The Saudi Mobility Ecosystem 

Mobility in Saudi Arabia is developing in line with global trends. Increased demand for data services has 

produced significant growth in the rate of smart device usage. CSPs have evolved from being voice-centric to 

being data-centric and have increased their investments in expanding networks to meet the demand of their 

clients and to maintain their market share. OTT services are gaining prominence as well and are playing a 

pivotal role in this increase in data traffic. Operators are forming partnerships with OTT providers as well as 

challenging OTT services with their offerings. Even though the OTT space in Saudi Arabia is currently 

dominated by international providers, including Google and Facebook, a growing number of regional and 

domestic companies are developing applications to cater to the needs of the Saudi population. 

On the enterprise mobility side, mobility is increasingly becoming a prime technological consideration for 

CIOs. Benefits, including process improvements, lower cost, better resource utilization, and increased 

productivity, are driving this change. However, information security and the difficulty of justifying the return 

on investments are seen as major impediments to mobility adoption (Based on CITC's face-to-face interviews 

with organizations using mobility in Saudi Arabia).  
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4.5.3.1. Content and Application Development in Saudi Arabia 

While application development has gained traction in the country over the last couple of years, the number of 

application developers, however, is still small. Lack of skills, unclear business models, and high business risk 

have somewhat restricted the growth of the local application developer industry. Nevertheless, many regional 

developers operate in Saudi Arabia's market, focusing mainly on project-based custom application 

development services for B2E or B2C applications. Often these companies have marketing offices in Saudi 

Arabia, while the software development itself happens mainly in other countries (e.g., Egypt, Jordan, and the 

Indian subcontinent). The most popular applications are not developed in the country. Many of these 

applications, specifically those developed by regional companies, support Arabic interfaces but do not contain 

Saudi-specific content. 

4.5.3.2. Saudi-Specific Applications 

Some international application developers focus on Saudi-specific needs. For example, Info2Cell, a value-

added services provider based in Jordan, has developed the Al-Dawri mobile application specifically for Saudi 

iPhone users. The application is for soccer fans; it tracks Saudi soccer leagues in addition to the Italian, 

Spanish, and English premier leagues. Local telecommunications operators are a major source of Saudi 

applications. Through its subsidiary, Integral, STC has developed an application called STC-Hajji, which provides 

step-by-step advice and guidance for performing Hajj and Umrah. STC's Asrar application is targeted at women 

in the country and offers beauty, health, fashion, and home decoration tips. Mobily has developed an 

application called  Islamy, which provides prayer times in all Saudi cities, as well as religious wallpapers and 

audio files. Mobily's Governmental Guide application helps users find the contact numbers of most 

government departments. Mobily Mubasher provides live information from the Saudi Stock Market. Zain has 

an application called Store n Share, which enables users to share centrally stored files using their mobile 

numbers. 
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4.5.3.3. Government application  

Mobile government applications are a natural source of Saudi-specific content. Government departments 

have been active in this area: 

A.The Ministry of Education 

The ministry operates Noor, a mobile application for its educational management system, which enables users 

to receive elementary, middle, and high school results and grades. Also, the Noor service allows parents to 

follow their children's academic performances. 

B.Ministry of Higher Education 

The ministry's mobile application extends its e-services to a mobile platform. The application, compatible with 

iOS and Android, provides access to the latest news from the ministry and enables students to view the status 

of their grant/scholarship applications under the Custodian of the Two Holy Mosques educational grant 

program. The application also provides students access to a list of worldwide universities recommended by 

the ministry. 

C.King Abdullah bin Abdulaziz Arabic Health Encyclopedia (KAAHE) 

This encyclopedia, downloadable as a mobile application, was developed by King Saud bin Abdulaziz University 

for Health Sciences (KSAU-HS) in collaboration with the Saudi Association for Health Informatics (SAHI). The 

initiative, which aims to provide reliable medical and health information, is supported by National Guard 

Health Affairs (NGHA), the World Health Organization (WHO), and Health on the Net Foundation (HON). 
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D.Ministry of Commerce and Industry 

The ministry operates a consumer price index (CPI) application. This application provides daily prices for 

consumer goods from several retail outlets in different cities nationwide. It also provides information for 

comparing the prices of necessary commodities from different retail outlets within a city. The application can 

also be used by consumers to report any violations or price abuses. 

E.Riyadh Municipality 

A new application called "Municipality 940" automates violation reporting. This application enables a person 

to send pictures of violations to the Municipality Emergency Center. The sender is also provided with an 

acknowledgment, while the violation is referred to the competent department for rectification. Another 

application, Riyadh Directory, integrates digital maps and geographical information for locating sites such as 

hospitals, parks, government agencies, mosques, restaurants, hotels, universities, malls, and banks in the city. 

F.Capital Market Authority (CMA) 

CMA's mobile application supports both Arabic and English and enables 24x7 usage of CMA tools and 

information. The application also contains content related to investor awareness to increase awareness and 

educate citizens on economic and legal issues. Users can communicate with CMA and inquire about rules and 

regulations using the application.   
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4.6. Summary  

Saudi Arabia has a dynamic mobility market. Some elements are well developed, while others require 

additional maturation. Among the former is the availability of high-speed wireless broadband, growing smart 

device usage, and consumer and business enthusiasm for mobile applications. As for the less-developed 

elements, local mobile developers have unclear business models, limited financing, and a lack of skills. 

Developers, mobile network operators, device manufacturers, and government entities can collaborate in 

several ways to accelerate the pace of development and foster sustainable business models for all players in 

the ecosystem. 

The government can help the mobility ecosystem by mobilizing all government services, which is already 

happening under the aegis of the Yesser program. Furthermore, it can support mobile development initiatives 

financially to accelerate the pace of local content and application development in Saudi Arabia, such as the 

Badir program. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL 

5.1. Introduction  

Under the framework of achieving resilient, smart, and livable cities, this research was aimed at involving local 

communities to achieve the goal of public participation in Saudi Arabia. As we are witnessing a new age of 

smart technologies, the traditional ways of public participation are not exciting anymore to most of the 

citizens, as attracting a diverse group of citizens to participate can be challenging. Therefore it is necessary to 

create an innovative method of public participation that is aligned with technology. This chapter proposes a 

platform that serves as a guide for the public to actively transform their city into a resilient and livable urban 

environment which supports the fact that the kingdom of Saudi Arabia is currently following a national ICT - 

Information and communication technology-plan to experience a transformation into an Information Society. 

The government of Saudi Arabia gives great attention to the concept of eGovernment and e-participation. By 

doing so, the government will help to engage the public in improving and developing its systems and services 

and also to take public opinion and needs into account when planning new projects to make the citizens and 

their concerns the center of the decision-making process. 

5.2. The  concept proposed tool concept  

 The main idea of the proposed tool is to give public participation a role in finding solutions that lead to 

improving the quality of life and the resiliency of the city. It allows the citizens to propose their ideas and, in 

turn, learn from experts how they might impact their city. 

The tool is called “Madinati” “مدينتي” which means my city. It is considered an online crowdsourcing platform 

that is designed to support the idea of civic engagement and facilitate citizens' participation in the urban 

design process. It also seeks to solve the urban problem through people’s reports and create awareness about 

a particular problem.  
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The platform acts as a discussion forum. It provides citizens with a place to discuss their day-to-day issues and 

to voice their opinion in designing their city. A key advantage of the platform is that it accelerates the process 

of problem resolution by making the concerned authorities aware of a problem when people find and report 

it. This will help citizens realize that they can help solve the urban issue and be part of the change, which will 

grow and develop the citizen's identity and sense of belonging. 

5.3. Goals and Objectives  

This is an application to increase the communication and connectivity with the society, emphasizing that 

better analysis can lead to better action to improve citizens engagement and participation; the objectives of 

this application include: 

• to create an online platform that facilitates direct communication between citizens and authority  

• develop the urban design process to be more participatory, visualized, easy-to-access, and understood 

• Provide improved Co-creation services that fulfill the smart city concept   

• Empower the usage of technological and social tools available in the city to enable better use of 

information and communication technologies  

• Close the gap between traditional and digital urban planning. 

• Empower citizen’s identity and sense of belonging to build their capacity as citizens. 

5.4. Platform structure  

The platform has a supportive set of tools that were created according to a model of the international 

association of public participation, which in the end, fulfill all levels of participation. The tools help in 

raising the awareness of civic engagement by emphasizing the first level of participation which is “inform” 

the people about the planned projects in the city, through an innovative idea that could be applied by any 

city council. Also, it helps in keeping online & offline citizen engaged by applying the traditional 
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participation ways “consult & involve.” finally, it helps citizens to Co-create their city projects through 

more visualized ways by introducing visual design for an online participation tool that supports the idea of 

the Interactive 3D tool “collaborate.”   

The tools offer transparent, participatory community management with a structured process for 

communication between all stakeholders and assisting decision-making processes. The functions include a 

smartphone interface, a web platform, and a management dashboard. The methodology involves 

browsing, collecting geographical information, sharing ideas that are geotagged, then discussing spatial 

content, rating proposals, and monitoring implementation.  

5.4.1. Level of participation model   

Madinati project has been developed using a successful model of implementation that is created by The 

International Association for Public Participation, “the spectrum of community engagement.” This spectrum 

outlines five levels of community engagement, with the lowest level of engagement being ‘Inform,’ while 

‘Empower’ involves the greatest rank of public participation in decision-making processes. 

The Spectrum illustrates how public impact increases with the progression through the inform stage to the 

consult, involve, collaborate, and empower stages. The spectrum begins with informing the population about 

the projects and then ultimately providing them with the tools, techniques, and data to make an informed 

decision that has the greatest benefit in their community. The feeling of belonging will increase to the Citizen 

as the spectrum move forward. Starting from the left side, “inform” moving to the right side “empowerment.” 

It’s not always possible to achieve the level of full empowerment. But initiative leaders need to be clear about 

where they are on the spectrum of community engagement, and they need to deliver the level of engagement 

they promise (Barnes & Schmitz, 2016). 
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Figure 16The International Association for Public Participation spectrum outlines a continuum of public participation to aid in community 

engagement efforts. Source: International Association for Public Participation 

Community engagement plans need to be tailored to each project, identifying the appropriate level of 

community engagement for that project. It is important to know that even though a project may have an 
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overarching engagement level, a stakeholder analysis may result in some sections of the community having a 

greater or lesser level of participation depending on the level of impact the decision may have. Throughout 

the project, it may also be essential to adjust the level of involvement according to the stage of the project. 

5.4.2. Madenati structure design  

  

Figure 17 madenati platform structure 
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5.5. Interface design  

Madenati platform is an online crowdsourcing platform conceptually designed to support the idea of digital 

participation in the urban design process. It was designed carefully to produce an interactive platform, 

incorporates 3D visualization techniques, user-friendly, cost-efficient, and compatible. At the basic level, the 

platform offered users appropriate functionalities tailored to the theme of the project. It is also provided 

adequate instruction as to how to use these functions to ensure proper usage and enjoyable use of the 

platform. Lastly, the entirety of the platform was polished and visibly pleasing to enhances the experience. 

 

➢ The homepage will include an inspiring world to empower the idea of participatory urban design. And 

the about page will include a briefing about the platform idea, goals, and instructions to the users 

 

 

Figure 18 homepage, source: www.madenati.sa 
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➢ Services page which will include the four services that are provided: inform, consult, involve, collaborate   

 

 

  

Figure 19 homepage, source: www.madenati.ga 

Figure 20 services page, source: www.madenati.ga 
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➢ Call of the action button allows easy access to the most important pages, which are the projects page 

and the reporting page  

 

 

➢ The projects page will be displaying the currently planned projects that require participation before the 

proposed deadline 

  

Figure 21  call of action page source:www.madenati.ga 

Figure 22 projects www.madenati.ga 
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➢ The project engagement page will include a brief about the project and its current situation. Two 

options are available either to take a survey or to use the 3D interactive tool.   

 

➢ Problems reporting page  

  

Figure 23 engagement page www.madenati.ga 

Figure 24 Problems reporting page  
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5.6. Tools  

5.6.1. Online tools  

The platform will act as an online tool (mobile app and website) to broaden the participation of citizens and 

other stakeholders by enabling them to connect, generate and share information with the fastest adopted 

technology of all time. It will also fulfill the aspects of the spectrum of community engagement. First, when 

citizen subscribes to the platform, they will be updated by all the new projects through an email or mobile 

notification” inform.” Second, participants can give their feedback through a survey, or they can report any 

problem in their neighborhood by uploading an image and location; also, they will  be informed about the 

problem’s status “consult & involve.” Finally, they can use the 3D interactive tool to explore the project in 3D 

animation, which will allow new experience such as real-time participatory sensing and develops new forms of 

participation “ collaborates.” Employing digital tools will make urban management much more effective for 

local governments. 

5.6.2. Movable box  

The idea will be applied through a portable 3D animated box or room which can be movable. The box can 

move between different places at different times. The main purpose of the box is to raise awareness about 

participatory urban design and to inform citizens about the new planned projects. The box will be placed at a 

specific location, and citizens will be welcomed to join and watch a short 3D animated movie that presents the 

new proposed project -inform level-. After that, all participants are invited to give their feedback either on a 

technological tool such as an IPad or through written comments -consult level-. The platform also can be open 

through the IPad to give the participant the chance to know how to use the platform with the support of the 

participation agent in the box. Participants can test it while there and even register, which will allow them to 

participate online through the platform -involve level-. After the collaboration of the participants through the 

platform, solutions are formulated according to their advice and recommendations – collaborate level-.  
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5.6.3. info panel / interactive screen  

an interactive screen will be placed on every project to attract people and close the gap between online and 

offline participation. So that people who are passing by the project and interested in participating in that 

specific project can do so with easy access to the process through a special QR code without having to sign up 

on the website. This can also give the participator a fully engaging experience by actually seeing the project in 

a real-time setting -inform level-. The screen will have unique signs next to it and will be located at the easiest 

point of access to the site so that it can maximize the number of visitors. It will also give the participants 

access to the specifications, progress, and feedback to that specific project with easy access to the spot -

consult and involve level-. The participant will also have easy access to the 3D interactive tool that will help 

them to produce a proposed design according to their recommendation -collaboration level-. 

5.7. Stakeholders   

A stakeholder is any person or entity that has an interest in the success or failure of the project. here we 

identified all the possible stakeholders:  

A. Citizens: are an essential element; they serve as the reporting tool while helping authorities in 

making decisions. We can further segment citizens into many categories such as (age groups, 

social background, education level, etc.) but we choose the age groups category because age 

factor affects the level of civic engagement the most: youth, seniors, and elders  

B. public sector: or (government) will serve as the executive arm in the process where it will 

manage and facilitate the flow of data between the two ends, the participant (citizen) and 

executor (contractor).   

C. private sector: will serve as the operational arm as it will benefit from operating (contractors) 

and investing in public projects with the provided feedback from citizens  
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5.8. Input & Output  

A. Input  

▪ Reporting a problem "Re-Active": The participant will fill a report about an existing issue along with the 

details of both the participant and the problem  

▪ Designing "Pro-Active":  The participant will help to decide on designing an undergoing project or a 

project under consideration, using the 3d interactive tool in the platform.   

B. Process 

▪ a command center will receive the report, validate it and make sure it's serious then it will filter it 

according to the nature of the input 

▪ Reporting a problem "Re-Active": since reports don't require technical checking, a regular filter for 

validation purposes  

▪ Designing "Pro-Active": Design reports need extra filtration from an expert in design to make sure it's 

applicable and should be considered by the contractor/investor.  

▪ A softcopy of all reports and the proposed designs along with an analysis of the participants' behavior 

will be stored in the data center so that investors and future project contractors can use these data to 

make better decisions based on the user's needs and wants.  

C. Output 

▪ Reporting a problem "Re-Active": the responsible authority will receive the detailed report from the 

command center and send a report back to the com center with the nature of the problem and the 

timeline to fix it, and the com center will align the participant if he chose to be aligned with the solution. 

And not make any proposals with  
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▪ Designing "Pro-Active": the design team in the specific project will receive the design proposal after 

filtration from the command center and will consider it and write back a comment, and the new design is 

applied to the command center, which will send it to the participant to keep him/her in the decision loop   

 

D. participation cycle:  

it's easier to explain this using the IPO framework (input, process, and output): 

 

5.9. Limitations  

Due to the limited time and nature of the research, developing a final and implementable version of the 

platform could not be done as it would require a much more robust and extensive coding process. Instead, the 

main features outlined by the literature were developed within the context of urban planning and public 

participation. The main challenge that could be faced by the platform operators is analyzing this massive 

amount of raw data that will be produced by the users on the website and selecting the preferred design by 

the citizens. 

Since this proposal is a part of the master thesis and has limited time, testing the platform in real life was 

difficult. Thus people’s reactions and success measures were not obtained.   

Figure 25 feedback 
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5.10. implementation  

The implementation process is a crucial step in this thesis due to the technical skills required to go through the 

coding process, as it's mentioned in the limitations. This section shows the stages and the prosses that the 

project went through from the initiation of the idea until the final product, which is the Madinati platform. 

Madinati platform was created to maximize citizenship engagement in urban development processes and to 

reduce the time required to plan, discuss, approve and develop an urban project. The platform was designed 

to offer a new unique experience to the users by providing; technology, innovation, design, services, quality, 

and distribution channels. 

Since the Madenati platform project is part of a master thesis, money and time were big limitations, therefore 

creating a free domain and free platform design was the best option. To achieve a free, flexible, simple, and 

outstanding platform, we need to get a free domain, and a free hosting company then combine them to get a 

free platform. Freenom.com was used to create a domain name and infiniyfree.net to get a hosting company. 

Moreover, wordpress.com was used to design and manage the platform in an easy way. The platform will be 

based on the open-source code of Madinati. Ga., it will be considered open-source. Thus, any individual or 

civil society organization will be able to use it and further develop and adopt the platform for specific 

purposes. Madenati platform will be happy to share its experience and expertise with other interested civil 

society actors and offer consultations to interested individuals and organizations.  

The 3D moving box was proposed to support the Madenati platform by introducing its new concept to all the 

segments. The box will have an attractive design so it can grab people's attention. It will also provide a 3d 

animation that will present the new projects. The tool will allow normal citizens -young or old- to interact, 

collaborate and understand the planned design better. Another supportive tool for the Madenati platform is 

the info panel which will be placed on the site of the project and will present a brief about the project and 

how they can participate in the design by using QR code which will give them easy access to the Madenati 
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platform. The project will produce a group of more powerful citizens who practice simple, new technologies to 

improve and connect with their local administration. It will also enhance the way of communication between 

people and authority, which will reach the ultimate user fulfillment. 

5.11. outcomes 

   This chapter proposed the idea for the master thesis project, which is “Madenati Platform.” It links between 

the literature review and the practice. This chapter gives a full description of the project, starting from its 

concept to the implementation processes. It also presents the model that was used to create the platform by 

the international association of public participation. A brief about the platform design, tools, stakeholders, 

output, and limitations were described.  
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CHAPTER 6: CONCLUSION 

6.1. introduction  

The last chapter, “conceptual proposal,” was concluded with the projects’ -Madenati platform- limitations and 

implementation. However, This chapter is the final part of the thesis “conclusion,” which will include the 

findings, discussion, the contribution of the research, and conclusion. In this chapter, we will look back at the 

project and discuss the final outcomes and, after that, give a summary. 

 This research set out to determine the potential of today’s emerging online technologies in providing an 

added tool for public participation in the urban planning process to enhance city resiliency. The research is 

consists of six chapters that discussed the literature review and the practical part, which are; introduction, 

urban resilience, public participation, the government in Saudi Arabia, and conceptual proposal for the 

project. 

Going through the literature, the terms resilient city and digital public participation have risen to popularity 

inside and outside the research community in recent years. Despite their popularity and rise to prominence, 

both terms have been criticized for promoting harmful ideas and have been subject to a heavy debate 

regarding their correct definition and interpretation. Nevertheless, this thesis takes the position that these 

concepts can form the basis to create something that has a positive impact on society—giving citizens the 

tools that offer them interactivity, visualization, and usability required for a virtual environmental planning 

platform. 

Based on this idea, this thesis presented the Madenati platform that aimed at motivating citizens to take part 

in civic activities. Madenati also represents an attempt to develop a tool for the bottom-up creation of a 

resilient city. It is based on the idea that many citizens want to do good in their community but either lack 

knowledge about opportunities or motivation. 
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6.2. Findings & Discussions  

Before designing the tool, a survey was created to measure the level of awareness regarding the importance 

of public participation in urban planning and the preferred medium public participation. This survey was sent 

online in "digital form" to 150 random people. And below are the results of the survey.  

 

 

When participants were asked about their opinion on their preferred medium public participation, almost 76% 

choose a digital medium (Application 52% + Website 24%) which show that the majority prefer a digital tool; 

another insight drawn from this question is that almost 47% of participants choose a group decision not an 

individual one (32% workshop + 15% group meeting) which led to creating a digital platform that is based on 

community decision making and group thinking.  
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As this survey was sent online in "digital form," so all 150 are considered connected to the digital world, so 

when 48% say they haven't used any e-governmental application, that shows how poor the outreach is. When 

comparing the results from this question with the previous one, it’s clear that citizens are not just ready for e- 
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participation but moreover prefer it. Citizens willingness to participate is well demonstrated in this question 

with 59% of people do report the problem they faced even using the traditional reporting process when 

people who said ignore the issue were asked why the answers were among the following (lack of trust in 

acting upon the report, the complexity of reporting process and not feeling responsible or obligated of doing 

so). 

6.3. Contribution of the research  

With today’s increasing pressure on governmental agencies to perform their tasks within tighter financial 

resources and among increased public demand for transparency, this thesis proposed a platform that offers a 

relatively cheap and effective way of including the public in decision-making. 

By better involving the public in plan preparation and information gathering data, we can improve the process 

and outcome of planning projects. Using such a platform that allows the traditional participation methods to 

be matched with the offline participation methods will help reach the greatest number of people and thus, 

increase the sustainability and resiliency of a project.  

Whereas there are still development limitations to overcome with such a platform, online technologies are 

increasingly becoming a part of our lives. Social networking, online news outlets, and crowd-sourced 

encyclopedias have become so influential they have to require us to rethink the way we communicate, 

interact and share information. Despite these limitations, the research study documented in this thesis 

demonstrates the strong potential for using a digital tool to promote civic engagement. The recommendations 

for future work outlined in this thesis will certainly benefit future iterations of the Madenati platform but may 

also benefit broader practical and theoretical work examining the relationships between urban resilience, 

public participation, and technology. 
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Indeed the research and design process, which led to the development Madenati platform produced 

assumptions about which online public participation tool could motivate engagement around civic activities 

and incorporated these elements into the application. 

6.4. Future research  

This thesis delivers two main outputs: first, the research contribution created through the literature review 

that came up with the idea of the project and the conceptual proposal for the project itself. However, this 

thesis presents only the start of investigating this concept. Therefore, this section describes the possible 

directions for future research. 

Developing an online platform requires tedious amounts of testing for errors and compatibility. Along with the 

question arising in this chapter about further research, a next step for the ‘Madinati’ platform and research 

would be to test it in a real-world planning process and monitoring the responses of the public, experts, 

decision-makers, and application developers.   

Future research could also look into ways of attracting people to participate in online deliberation and 

decision-making. For example, connecting the ‘Madinati’ platform to social media sites such as Facebook or 

Twitter could help spread the word on certain planning or decision-making issues and, in turn, increase 

participation (Evans-Cowley, 2010). Users could eventually sign up to post comments using their social 

networking account, or ‘Tweet’ or ‘Share’ certain projects connecting, allowing their network to access the 

corresponding 3D environment and discussions for people to view and participate 

Having an online platform could offer a tool through which discussion, updates, information, and design could 

be shared more efficiently. Therefore a logical step for the project would be to work on some of the design 

recommendations then test the application with a larger audience. 
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Shifting public participation for decision-making to the online world is the field that still requires further 

research to determine the most appropriate and efficient ways of making the public feel comfortable in online 

participation and decision-making. As the technologies driving these platforms continue to evolve, it is 

impossible to predict where they may lead. With the Internet being as widespread and accessible as it is 

today, one can only imagine the potential it may offer in the future. 

6.5. Summery  

This research aimed to expand the Resilient capacity of Saudi cities by introducing a digital tool to enhance 

public participation. Regarding resilient capacity, all cities must find ways to engage the community in the 

process of urban planning significantly, which will play a crucial role in developing a greater capacity for future 

resilience. The research seeks to find answers to the following questions; How to enhance urban resilience 

through public participation? And What are the suitable digital tools for public participation in urban planning? 

The literature discussed throughout this thesis demonstrates the topics of urban resilience, public 

participation, and e-government in Saudi Arabia. After gaining an understanding of these concepts, a 

structured tool that is designed to engage the community in urban planning to develop a high quality of life 

was proposed in chapter five. The tool is considered an innovative method of public participation that is 

aligned with technology. It is a platform that serves as a guide for the public to support the idea of e-

participation in the urban design process. 

Indeed This research deals with the notion of urban resilience, focusing on digital public participation in urban 

planning. It emphasizes expanding the resilience capacity of Saudi cities through public participation to be 

aligned with the Saudi vision’s 2030 first pillar, which is creating a vibrant society with a fulfilling life. 
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Appendix  

• In your opinion, what is the best method for enhancing public participation in urban planning  

A.Mobile application, B.website, C.survey, E.group, F.meeting workshop 

• have you ever used any e-government application? 

A. yes, B.no  

• In case of having a problem in your street, what would you do? 

A. repost the problem, B.leave the responsibility to your neighbor, C.ignore, D.other  
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